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Introduction

Most of the industrial activities are now using software systems. The nuclear industry, and in
particular the nuclear power plants use software command an control systems, software tools
for the production and organization management, communication systems, and other
miscellaneous applications which failure may trouble, at different levels, the safety and the
availability of an installation.

The risk represented by A2K is not limited to the result of potential internal failure.
Disorganization of external activities, for example telecommunication problems or difficulty
in fluid supply should eventually lower the degree of safety of a plant. In particular, the
eventual loss of the external power supply must be considered with care.

These failures may occur before or after January 2000 1st, as typically they occur the first
time that a 00 date is calculated or used. The more recent software systems don’t necessarily
manage correctly the dates.

The objective of the French Safety Authority (DSIN) is to make sure that, in no circumstance,
could any occurrence of the year 2000 problem weaken the safety level of any nuclear power
plant, or nuclear plant, or nuclear research facility.

The French utilities launched actions in order to prepare their installations to the year 2000.
The DSIN programmed for 1998 and 1999 a follow-up and control of the utilities actions in
order to identify the risks, prevent their occurrence and mitigate residual internal problems
and external ones. DSIN will verify, all along 1999 the implementation on the sites of the
corrective actions, and the definition and implementation of specific operation and
organization measures in order to put the installations in a robust state and to ensure their
capacity to manage eventual remaining and undetected problems.

1. The risks attached to the year 2000 :

One must take into account two types of risks for the safety of the installations. The first type
is the failure of one or several software systems of a nuclear installation. The second type is
the risk of impact on the installations of external failures.

The internal risk may touch the software systems used for the command and control of the
process, the management systems (security access, maintenance organization), the
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radiological protection management, the communication systems. The more sensitive risk
should be a failure of the automated protection actions. Such a risk has to be examined and
eliminated in first priority by the utilities.  But several failures on less safety important
functions may also result in disorganizing effects and hinder a safe operation of plants.

The identification of every equipment potentially impacted by the year 2000 problem is
particularly difficult and complex. No method can a-priori guarantee the completeness of the
investigation. For example some systems may include date functions, ignored by the user, and
sometimes by the supplier. EDF signaled for example that one of their telecommunication
suppliers, after having given the insurance that his system was Y2K compliant, was brought
to acknowledge that it was not the case after further investigation.

However the most critical systems such as the protection systems, because of their design and
realization safety requirements, are theoretically in a better position towards this kind of
problem.

The test of each modified numerical system is obvious but it is more or less impossible to
realize all the possible interconnected tests. In particular no global test on is envisioned in
France. So the assessment of the Y2K treatment lies in the verification of the quality of the
identification, correction and implementation actions.

That also means that there remain a doubt on the completeness of the analysis and of the
corrective actions. So the software and hardware prevention action must be completed by
palliative measures in a defense in depth strategy.

 One of the most important identified external risk is the loss, at beginning of year 2000, of
the external electrical power on an important amount of installations, and in particular of
nuclear power plants, due to a general breakdown of the power network. A Y2K general grid
failure may occur due to the failure of several important users or the breakdown of neighbor
connected power networks, or problems on the power plants, or of Y2K problems on the grid
itself.

The nuclear power plants of EDF, refueling plants of COGEMA, research facilities of CEA,
are designed to anticipate a situation of loss of the external electrical sources (house load
operation and emergency diesels for the nuclear power plants). However the possibility to
retrieve shortly the external electrical power is beneficial to the defense in depth of every
nuclear plants.

Furthermore, in the French case where most of the electricity production is provided by
nuclear energy, it is of main importance to prepare the nuclear power plants to a restart of the
power network in the eventuality of a breakdown. .

2 - French Safety Authority objectives and requirements

The French Safety Authority will take care that :
- the risk of unexpected failure on the installations due to Y2K is reduced to the likelihood

of only minor problems ;
- the hypothetical risk of more important failures is covered, either by the design of the

installations or by usual incident procedures, or by specific procedures defined for Y2K.
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- the teams in charge of operating and maintaining the installations are correctly aware of
the potential risk and trained to face it.

The French Safety Authority asked every utilities :
- to demonstrate that every system potentially impacting the safety of the installations have

been identified and that prevention measures, and in particular corrections, have been or
will be realized before Y2K ;

- to anticipate, prepare and apply precaution measures to treat eventual remaining defaults.

3 – French Safety Authority resources and organization for Y2K

Y2K actions of nuclear power plants, research laboratories and other nuclear plant utilities are
followed by DSIN on a regulatory point of view. A specific coordination as been set up by
DSIN to this aim. In 1999, dedicated inspections of the installations will be focused on the all
the different aspects of Y2K management.

On the technical point of view, DSIN relies on the expertise resources of IPSN (Institute for
Protection and Nuclear Safety). IPSN is in charge of the technical analysis for the software
point of view as well as for the evaluation of the general strategy and the defense in depth
analysis.

In complement the Safety Authority is preparing specific actions in order to ensure that his
crisis organization will be ready, in coordination with his technical support and the crisis
organizations of the utilities, to manage hypothetical Y2K induced crisis situations.

4 – Strategy and actions in 1998 and 1999

During year 1998, the French Safety Authority made actions to sensitize the utilities to the
potential risks associated to Y2K. It organized the verification and started the safety
evaluation of the utilities actions.

The actions envisioned are the following :

- analysis of the defense in depth strategy of the utilities.
- periodic meetings with the utilities ;
- counter-estimations, concerning in particular the impact analysis of the applications ;
- technical verifications ;
- audits in engineering services of the utilities and in suppliers services ;
- inspections of the nuclear facilities.

In parallel, the Safety Authority has scheduled two meetings of the Permanent Group of
Experts on reactor safety dedicated to Y2K :

- in April, an information meeting on the strategy and methods of EDF and on the planning of
realization and its current status ;
- in September, a general assessment meeting on the results of the deployment of corrective
actions, and on the measures taken in order to insure the defense in depth of the nuclear power
plants.
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5 – Actions of the utilities

In the particular case of the nuclear power plants, EDF started in 1997 a national project of
prevention and treatment of Y2K. This project includes the inventory of every concerned
applications, an impact analysis of Y2K on each application, the realization of necessary
corrective actions, the test and the implementation on the installations.

EDF divided his action into seven fields :
- numerical command and control ;
- industrial software systems ;
- scientific software ;
- management software ;
- computerized maintenance tools ;
- telecommunications ;
- training simulators.

Every software applications where inventoried and treated in one of these fields. In parallel,
the applications specific to one installation where treated on each installation.

The deployment on the installations of the corrected applications is planed to be achieved on
site from June to September 1999 depending of the fields.

In parallel, and before July 1999, EDF will present his precaution measures to treat minor
uncorrected identified problems and to deal with the likelihood of unexpected remaining
defaults.

During the first semester, EDF will present also his strategy to manage the external risk and in
particular the eventual risk of general loss of electric power.

Concerning the plants of the nuclear fuel cycle, the utility is achieving the inventory of his
sensible applications. We must notice that the reprocessing plant of La Hague will be in its
annual schedule outage for maintenance and has, if necessary, an autonomy of one week on
its diesels.

The Atomic research agency (CEA) organized the treatment of Y2K on each research center.

Conclusion

Concerning the nuclear installations, as it is the case for any safety-critical industrial
installation, it is clearly impossible to ignore that a certain amount of software applications
may present failures due to the passage to year 2000. So, it is clear that both utilities and
Safety Authority have to insure that the risks are properly identified and treated with adapted
defense in depth. Several potential weak points need a very special attention :

- the risk of misdetection of safety-critical failures ;
- the non anticipation of possible combination of failures unmanageable by the corrective

measures taken on the installations ;
- a bad anticipation of the means necessary to palliative measures ;
- unplanned delays in the deployment of the different actions on the sites ;
- insufficient awareness of the operating and maintenance teams on the installations.
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As a part of their mission, the French Safety Authority and his technical support organized
their action in order to be able to control, from the technical and management point of view,
the actions of the nuclear installations utilities to resolve Y2K problems.

The actions and diagnostics realized by the utilities show to date that the risk can reasonably
be controlled in France in due time before the end of 1999.

However one must pay attention to the remaining volume and nature of work to be done. In
particular the delay is fixed and the margins are faint. The suppliers of software equipment
and services may soon turn over-booked. These considerations may increase the amount of
secondary systems whose correction should be replaced by specific palliative measures. All
these elements justify the strong mobilization of the Safety Authority for Y2K problems all
along this year.


